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Present: Loren Glasbrenner, Sara Young, Fred Iausly, Deb Nelson, Kiley Cates, Carla Peterson

Agenda Item Motion 2nd Discussion
Notice of Meeting

Approval of Agenda

Approval of minutes
from prior meeting

Cates

Cates

Nelson

Nelson

Young called the meeting to order

Professional
Development

Glasbrenner shared that PLCs continue to do their work, though giving back three PD occurrences did
affect the targeted goals. We will continue to provide PD to staff this summer. We need to build the
feeling that “This is part of your job.” and provide the support. It is part of what to expect.

We also want to speak to the staff handbook about what is “prep,” what is “PLC,” and what is
“teaming.” The team asked about who is holding the PLCs accountable. Carla shared successes and
barriers. Deb Nelson spoke to revenue limits and the lack of a C&I Director, and advocated for a
person to oversee district curriculum needs. Glasbrenner summarized that we will continue to evaluate
the progress.

Glasbrenner also shared the Asynchronous Survey form that was sent to staff. Iausly shared that
certain students were less engaged. For these days, expectations need to be carefully planned.
Glasbrenner shared. The unexpected = snow, and be clear with families about what we expect.

Curriculum and
Instruction Renewal and
Design

Cates Nelson

Glasbrenner reviewed Policy 330 with the committee. He then shared an addendum that RVSD is
using for new course proposals. A request from Mr. Wunnicke was included as well as the proposed
curriculum template.

Action was taken to accept Mr. Wunnicke’s proposal for a one year pilot of “Launching Into
Aviation.” The committee will discuss again next year to accept the course beyond this pilot.

District Student
Assessments

Glasbrenner reviewed the testing that is being taken this month by our students. He also asked if any
committee members had questions pertaining to the “Opt Out list” that was approved at the last board
meeting.



Current Projected
Enrollment / Scheduling

District Administrator Glasbrenner shared that the FTE transition from the Early Learning Center to the
Middle School has started. He shared that involuntary transfers require an in-person meeting with the
employee and then a documented letter stating the reason for the transfer. He reported that the
meetings took place last week and the letters would be sent this week. Iausly asked about the transition
and Peterson shared that they have inquired about how to learn the new curriculum at the PLC.

Strategic Plan and
Correlation to
Committee’s Work

I.B. ~ Improve Student Achievement
I.A.1 ~ Maintain comprehensive programming / appropriate class sizes
I.A.3 ~ Update all K-12 Curriculum

Items for our next
meeting

1. Gifted and Talented Programming (draft handbook was shared for review)
2. River Valley School District - Library Plan

Next meeting Monday, June 19, 2023 - 5 pm

Adjourn Nelson Cates The meeting adjourned at 5:55 pm.


